GATEWAY CITIES COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS

Transportation Committee
AGENDA
Wednesday, November 6, 2019
Note Start Time - 4:30 P.M. Meeting
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
16401 Paramount Boulevard, 2nd Floor Conference Room
Paramount, California

STAFF REPORTS AND OTHER WRITTEN DOCUMENTS ARE AVAILABLE IN
THE GATEWAY CITIES COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS OFFICES, 16401
PARAMOUNT BOULEVARD, PARAMOUNT, CALIFORNIA. ANY PERSON
HAVING QUESTIONS CONCERNING ANY AGENDA ITEM MAY CALL THE
COG STAFF AT (562) 663-6850.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION: The Transportation Committee will hear from the
public on any item on the agenda or an item of interest that is not on the agenda.
The Transportation Committee cannot take action on any item not scheduled on
the agenda. These items may be referred for administrative action or scheduled
on a future agenda. Comments from the public are to be limited to three minutes
for each speaker, unless extended by the Transportation Committee, and each
public speaker will only have one opportunity to speak on any one topic. Members
of the public have the opportunity to address the Transportation Committee at the
following times:
A.

AGENDA ITEM: at the time the Transportation Committee considers the
agenda item, and

B.

NON-AGENDA ITEMS: during Public Comments, comments will be
received for a maximum 20-minute period; any additional requests will be
heard following the completion of the Transportation Committee agenda;
and

C.

PUBLIC HEARINGS: at the time for public hearings.

Please keep your comments brief and complete a speaker card for the Chair.
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL – BY SELF INTRODUCTIONS

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV.

AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA - This is the time and place to change
the order of the agenda, delete or add any agenda item(s).

V.

PUBLIC COMMENTS – A maximum of three minutes for each speaker.

VI.

MATTERS FROM STAFF

VII.

CONSENT CALENDAR: All items under the Consent Calendar may be
enacted by one motion. Any item may be removed from the Consent
Calendar and acted upon separately by the Transportation Committee.
A.

Approval of Minutes – Minutes of the Transportation Committee
Meeting of October 2, 2019 are presented for approval.

B.

Revised I-710 Clean Truck Memorandum of Understanding

CONSENT CALENDAR ACTION:
A MOTION TO APPROVE THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSENT
CALENDAR ITEMS.
VIII.

REPORTS – MEMBERS AND STAFF
A.

Metro Matters, Metro Board Meetings and Other Topics of Interest,
Oral Report by Mayor Robert Garcia, Metro Director

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF
B.

Report on $1 Million Allocation by Metro Board for Transit Oriented
Development Strategic Implementation Plan (TOD SIP) for West
Santa Ana Branch Transit Corridor Cities, Karen Heit, COG
Transportation Analyst.

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF
C.

Request for Subregional Equity Funds, Karen Heit, COG
Transportation Analyst.

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF

D.

Proposed West Santa Ana Branch (WSAB) City Managers Technical
Advisory Committee, Nancy Pfeffer, COG Executive Director

SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF
IX. REPORTS – COMMITTEES/AGENCIES
A. Metro Technical Advisory Committee Update, Lisa Rapp,
Lakewood Director of Public Works
SUGGESTED ACTION: A MOTION TO RECEIVE AND FILE REPORT,
POSSIBLE ACTION AND/OR GIVE DIRECTION TO STAFF
X.

NEW BUSINESS

XI.

MATTERS FROM TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS

XII.

ADJOURNMENT

NOTICE: New items will not be considered after 5:30 P.M. unless the
Transportation Committee votes to extend the time limit. Any items on the agenda
that are not completed will be forwarded to the next regular Transportation
Committee meeting scheduled for Wednesday, December 4, 2019.

IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT, IF YOU
NEED SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING, PLEASE
CONTACT THE COG OFFICE AT (562) 663-6850. NOTIFICATION 48 HOURS
PRIOR TO THE MEETING WILL ENABLE THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
TO MAKE REASONABLE ARRANGEMENTS TO ENSURE ACCESSIBILITY TO
THIS MEETING.

VII. CONSENT CALENDAR
Item A

Approval of Minutes for
October 2, 2019

Transportation Committee Meeting Minutes
October 2, 2019

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
OF THE GATEWAY CTITIES COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
TRANSPORTATION COMMITEE
Chair - MTA Director, Long Beach Mayor - Robert Garcia
Gateway Cities COG Office, 16401 Paramount Blvd., Paramount, CA 90723
October 2, 2019
The Meeting was called to order at 4:10 pm, roll call was taken by self-introduction:
MEMBERS PRESENT: MTA Director/Mayor Robert Garcia –City of Long Beach,
Immediate Past President Fernando Dutra, COG President Diane DuBois – City
of Lakewood, Thaddeus McCormack – City Manager, City of Lakewood, Martin
Reyes – Supervisor Hilda Solis Office, Lisa Rapp – City of Lakewood, Bill Pagett
– Public Works Officer, Commissioner Steven Neal -POLB Tracy Beidleman –
Long Beach Transit
OTHERS PRESENT: Sharon Weissman,– Metro Transportation Deputy, Nancy
Pfeffer, Karen Heit - GCCOG staff, Theresa Dau-Ngo, Mgr. Transportation
Development, Nina Turner ,Local/Regional Liaison, Matt Arms – Port of Long
Beach, Julia Brown – Community Relations Manager – Metro. Tim Williams – Civic
Spark Fellow –CSU Chancellor’s Office, Kevin Jackson – Assistant City Manager
– City of Long Beach.
There was no general public comment.
The Consent Calendar was approved.
Mayor Garcia gave an update on the two transit summits held within the COG. One
was on a variety of topics associated with bus/rail service through the Next Gen
project in the Gateway subregion. The next summit will be on micro-transit. The
tentative date is November 12th, and will include vendors and subject matter
experts.
The Mayor discussed the MTA continuing its transition to all-electric buses and the
approval of an order of electric buses as well as CNG units. President DuBois
asked where these new buses would be deployed. Mayor Garcia stated that they
will be deployed all over the county and that all of the remaining diesel buses
operated by contractors will be eliminated. He announced that the reopening of the
Metro Blue Line (renamed Metro “A” line) would take place sometime in the week
of October 28th. The rehab project will be complete and full service reestablished.
One of the features of the New Blue is a reduction of 10 minutes of running time
from Long Beach to Downtown Los Angeles. The tie in with the Expo line is being
worked on to achieve additional time savings.
Mayor Garcia mentioned that COG staff and his office are working on ways to
improve the Transportation Committee and would be sharing these ideas soon.
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Mayor Garcia introduced COG Transportation Analyst, Karen Heit who gave a
report on a plan for additional funding for Active Transportation (AT) projects not
eligible for MSP highway funding. As a result of MSP highway guidelines eligibility
screening, several priority projects have been either denied in total, or have had
elements denied by Metro based on eligibility requirements. The ineligible projects
include standalone Active Transportation (AT) projects and ineligible active
transportation components that are not directly tied to, or impacted by the
construction of the operational improvement.
COG staff proposed that the COG Board request the MTA advance Subregional
Equity Program Funds (SEP) to allocate to the AT line item and fund the ineligible
projects or project elements not consistent with the MSP criteria. This strategy
does not impact other COG priorities.
She reviewed the recommendations from the SR-91/I-605/I-405 Technical
Advisory Committee. The TAC supported a staff recommendation to pursue an
allocation of SEP funding, or other types of GCCOG subregional funds that are
financially neutral and will not impact our current priority Measure R and Measure
M programs and projects.
The TAC directed staff to implement a two phase approach which first allows for
the AT projects or elements that are most shovel ready to be funded via a 5 year
allocation of SEP funds, that are not discounted for advancing from a future
unfunded year to present. Phase 1 would include the first five-year allocation,
which is an amount that needs to be quantified and finalized and brought back to
the TAC.
The TAC directed staff to work with the GCCOG subregion to develop an inventory
of “Shovel Ready” projects that could be delivered in an additional five year MSP
funding allocation, which would be facilitated through the STP TAC.
The TAC requested Metro to split the project out by Highways and Active
Transportation projects on the I-605 Hotspots Measure M MSP Evaluation Matrix
(dated 09-24-19).
Past President Dutra asked how projects will be prioritized for inclusion into the AT
program; Heit replied that “shovel ready” is the biggest factor and that each city
will need to go through their STP priorities and sort for those that are shovel ready.
The Transportation Committee voted to concur with the TAC recommendations
and forward them on to the COG Board.
The next report was a presentation by COG Executive Director Nancy Pfeffer
concerning the I-710 Clean Truck Program (CTP) required to obtain air quality
conformity for environmental clearance. She explained that the Clean Truck
Program is an integral part of the I-710 project and not a mitigation, therefore the
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EPA wants verification that the CTP is indeed part of the project, will be funded
and will not be pushed aside.
She discussed the MOU and how it creates an Air Quality Steering Committee to
help prove to the EPA that the signers of the MOU will continue to work towards
the goal of deploying clean trucks. She explained that the clean truck collaborative
has been around informally for a while, this MOU will formalize this collaboration.
The idea is to get EPA to accept this change. Mayor Garcia said that Long Beach
staff is supporting this concept. Past President Dutra asked if there was a date by
which this program should commence, Pfeffer replied that this needs to occur by
2035. Mayor Garcia discussed the balance between existing less polluting trucks
and the Near Zero Emissions/Zero Emissions (NZE/ZE) trucks, suggesting that an
incremental approach is warranted. Past President Dutra indicated that he was
going to see some electric buses next month and that the economic balance was
difficult obtain as the cost differential is so great. The report was received and filed.
Karen Heit gave a report on the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
continuing conflict with the state of California. The State of California has been
locked in a battle with the EPA over California’s strict vehicle pollution standards
that conflict with the Trump administration's planned rollback of the Obama-era
federal emissions and fuel economy requirements.
As part of its rollback of the emissions rule, EPA finalized its legal determination to
revoke a waiver to the Clean Air Act that has given California the right to set its
own vehicle regulations. Under the Clean Air Act, California has for decades,
received a waiver allowing the state to impose vehicle emissions standards that
exceed those of the federal government.
President DuBois asked if we were failing to meet standards because of the
strictness of the standards. The point is we are failing even with the stricter
standards, the lesser standards will not improve the situation. There was
discussion about the federal determination being political and not based in science.
There was a discussion about 17 other states being in the same situation as
California and joining the lawsuit filed by California State Attorney General Xavier
Becerra. The report was received and filed
Mayor Garcia asked Heit to give the update on the West Santa Ana Branch/EcoRapid Project. Heit talked about the segmentation of the line and the lack of a
funding plan that will ultimately establish the segments and the curtailment of First
and Last/Mile (FL/M) planning beyond the station areas.
Mayor Garcia stated that the environmental clearance will be done from Artesia to
Downtown Los Angeles and it was unacceptable for the line to fall short of the
Slauson Blue Line Station. The line is still expected to start construction in 2022.
Heit added that the line necessarily will be built in two segments as a
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constructability issue. Mayor Garcia stated that he wants to look into the planned
postponement of the coordination of FL/M activities outside of the station areas.
Commissioner Neal asked if there was support for waiting until the entire line could
be built in one sequence, there is no support for that idea. The item was received
and filed.
Lisa Rapp gave a MTA TAC report. She stated that they’re working on FL/M
guidelines for Metro Board approval in November. She talked about progress on
the Crenshaw Northern Extension and the San Fernando Valley BRT
environmental work. She discussed how there is study on how women travel.
Women use public transit more than men and use more carts and bags and
strollers. They are going to reexamine safety and security during the mid-day
service. The TAC did discuss the issues with the EPA ruling.
The meeting adjourned at 5:25.

VII. CONSENT CALENDAR
Item B

Revised I-710 Clean Truck
Memorandum of Understanding
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TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director, COG

SUBJECT: Revised Memorandum of Understanding Regarding I-710 Clean
Truck Program

Background
In March 2018, the Metro Board of Directors identified Alternative 5C as the Locally
Preferred Alternative for the I-710 Corridor Project. Alternative 5C includes the I710 Zero Emission/Near Zero Emission (ZE/NZE) Truck Technology Deployment
Program (also known as the I-710 Clean Truck Emissions Program, or I-710 Clean
Truck Program). Caltrans has endorsed Metro’s recommendation to advance
Alternative 5C as the Preferred Alternative through the I-710 EIS/EIR.
At the October 2nd meeting, the COG Board approved signing on to a four-party
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) indicating willingness to collaborate in
developing the I-710 Clean Truck Program. The four signing agencies are the
COG, Metro, Caltrans, and SCAG. The MOU will create an I-710 Air Quality
Steering Committee as a venue for collaboration.
Issue
In the course of obtaining agency signatures on the MOU, one revision was made
to the text after COG Board approval. The revision deals with how the Air Quality
Steering Committee will report its findings and recommendations.
The original language was as follows:
“The Committee will: … Meet monthly and report quarterly to the SCAQMD’s
Mobile Source Committee on the development and progress toward the
established and agreed upon goals.”
The revised language is as follows:
“The Committee will: … Issue quarterly reports on the development and progress
toward the established and agreed upon goals. The progress reports will be
presented to the governing bodies of the participating agencies and those of other
agencies, as necessary.”
The language appears on page 4 of the MOU. COG staff agrees that this change
is necessary and appropriate. Given that the SCAQMD is not a party to the MOU,
there would have been no guaranteed ability to present findings to a Committee of
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the SCAQMD Board. The revised language still allows for this possibility.
Recommended Action
Ratify signing on to the revised MOU by the Gateway Cities COG.
Attachments
•
•

October 2, 2019 COG Board report on I-710 Clean Truck Program MOU
Revised Memorandum of Understanding Creating the I-710 Corridor Air
Quality Steering Committee to Implement the I-710 Clean Truck Emissions
Program
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OCTOBER 2019 BOARD REPORT
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director, COG
Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst, COG

SUBJECT: Proposed Memorandum of Understanding Regarding I-710 Clean
Truck Program

Background
In March 2018, the Metro Board of Directors identified Alternative 5C as the Locally
Preferred Alternative for the I-710 Corridor Project. Alternative 5C includes the I710 Zero Emission/Near Zero Emission (ZE/NZE) Truck Technology Deployment
Program (also known as the I-710 Clean Truck Emissions Program, or I-710 Clean
Truck Program). Caltrans has endorsed Metro’s recommendation to advance
Alternative 5C as the Preferred Alternative through the I-710 EIS/EIR.
Issue
The I-710 Corridor Project proposed a ZE/NZE Truck Deployment Program (Clean
Truck Program). This program would reduce the cost to turn over the fleet of diesel
trucks in the corridor and reduce the total amount of Diesel Particulate Matter
(DPM) by 2035.
Metro and Caltrans have proposed that because of this reduction in DPM, the I710 Project is not a “project of air quality concern” and should therefore not be
required to demonstrate project-level conformity. This demonstration is a critical
step in completing the Final EIR/EIS for the Project. Without a conformity finding,
Caltrans and Metro cannot finalize the environmental document for the Project.
EPA has stated in writing that for them to consider the I-710 Corridor Project not a
“project of air quality concern”, they would want to see a written commitment for
the Clean Truck Program from Metro/Caltrans that is also enforceable under
regulations and state plans.
The most critical element of this funding commitment is a demonstration of
implementation, which would include identification of funding sources and “backstop” measures to guarantee the program is viable.
Metro and Caltrans are seeking to fulfil the commitment to the Clean Truck
Program through the creation of a partnership of local and State air and
transportation agencies, recognizing that improving air quality along I-710 is a
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shared responsibility.
The commitment to pursue and program funds for the Clean Truck Program is
proposed to be memorialized in a multi-agency MOU. The proposed MOU would
involve funding partners Metro, Caltrans, SCAG and the Gateway Cities COG.
By signing on, the COG would be agreeing to participate as a member in a new I710 Corridor Air Quality Steering Committee which would develop implementation
and funding details for the I-710 Clean Truck Program.
The I-710 Technical Advisory Committee at its September 18th, 2019, meeting
recommended that the COG Board agree to sign the MOU.
Recommended Action
Approve signing on to the MOU by the Gateway Cities COG.
Attachments
•
•

I-710 South Corridor Project – Air Quality Conformity Approach briefing
sheet
Proposed Memorandum of Understanding Creating the I-710 Corridor Air
Quality Steering Committee to Implement the I-710 Clean Truck Emissions
Program
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VIII. REPORTS
Item B
Report on $1 Million Allocation for
Transit Oriented Development
Strategic Implementation Plan
(TODSIP) for West Santa Ana Branch
Corridor Cities
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To:

Transportation Committee

From:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director by Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

Subject:

Report on $1 Million Allocation for Transit Oriented Development Strategic
Implementation Plan (TODSIP) for West Santa Ana Branch Corridor Cities

Background
In 2016, the Metro Board engaged a consultant for the purpose of Transit Oriented
Communities (TOC) predevelopment and planning activities for the West Santa
Branch/Eco-Rapid Transit Corridor Project. Metro, together with the City of South Gate
and the Eco-Rapid Transit JPA, was awarded a $2 million grant from the Federal Transit
Administration to develop the WSAB Transit Oriented Development Strategic
Implementation Plan (TODSIP), which was completed in spring 2019. Metro staff will seek
to enter into agreements with WSAB corridor cities and the County to fund up to
$1,000,000 in implementation activities including specialized studies and providing
matching funds for grants.
Cities are eligible for grants up to $200,000 per jurisdiction to:
•
•

Conduct new planning studies related to TODSIP recommendations;
Provide grant matching funds to enable jurisdictions to pursue grant opportunities;
and
• Provide short term loans to provide jurisdictions the cash flow they need to take on
typical grant reimbursement requirements.
Implementation activities for which the WSAB jurisdictions may seek funding under this
Program will be limited to planning activities in the following categories, which correspond
to those included in the TODSIP:
Governance
- Corridor Wide Governance/ Economic
Development Entity Structuring Financing/Value Capture Feasibility Special Districts Development,
including TIFs, EIFDs and CRIAs Corridor Wide Investment and
Marketing Strategies

Transit Supportive Planning
- Land Use, Zoning (Form/Use), Infill
and Adaptive Reuse Studies - Parking
Studies Environmental Clearance

Equitable Development & Community
Preservation
- Community Engagement/Education
Initiatives - Affordable/Inclusionary Housing
Policies - Rent Stabilization Ordinances Anti-Displacement Policies - Land
Trust/Property Assembly Studies - Equity
Screens/Community Benefits Frameworks Economic and Workforce Development
Strategies Cultural Resource Identification
and Development
Placemaking
- Design Guidelines - Public Space
Activation Plans, Community Design/
Wayfinding/ Branding/ Identity Studies
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Mobility, Access & Connectivity
- Pedestrian/Bike/Active Transportation
Plans - New Mobility/Micro Mobility
Technologies Planning

Sustainability & Resilience
- Renewable Power - Infrastructure/Smart
Cities Systems: Capacity Studies, Planning,
Financing - Environmental Remediation Low Impact Development - Green Streets Urban Greening - Green and Healthy
Project Certification Planning

In addition to this Program, Metro will continue to provide grant-writing assistance to
WSAB jurisdictions, focusing on funding activities that implement the WSAB TODSIP
recommendations.
Metro staff will soon release an invitation to express interest in funding under the
Program, evaluate submissions, and initiate agreements with WSAB corridor
jurisdictions, for TODSIP related implementation predevelopment and planning
activities.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the Transportation Committee receive and file this report.
Attachment:
Metro TODSIP Grant Report Presentation

Next stop: community
development.
TOD SIP

Planning and Programming Committee
October 16, 2019

Recommendation
CONSIDER:
A. RECEIVING AND FILING the West Santa Ana Branch Transit
Oriented Development Strategic Implementation Plan
(WSAB TOD SIP);
B. AUTHORIZING the Chief Executive Officer or designee to
enter into multiple agreements with WSAB corridor cities
and the County of Los Angeles to fund implementation
activities recommended in the WSAB TOD SIP in an
aggregate amount not to exceed $1,000,000.
2

TOD SIP Context
• 2016 Board Motion
• FTA Pilot TOD Program Grant for TOD SIP,
completed in 2019
• A foundation for cities/county collaboration &
to leverage the transit investment
• Includes strategies for “people to stay” in the
vulnerable, high need corridor communities

3

TOD SIP Structure
“ The West Santa Ana Branch
Transit Corridor connects distinct
communities that share a common
desire to provide safe, walkable
and compact neighborhoods
around their stations,
each with a mix of uses that both
reflects and enhances the unique
station area,
and results in sustainable,
equitable and interdependent
economic vitality.”
Corridor Vision

4

Implementing the TOD SIP
Funding will be made available to WSAB jurisdictions, to complete
implementation activities recommended in the WSAB TOD SIP in
these six categories:
Governance
Equitable Development & Community
Preservation
Transit Supportive Planning
Placemaking
Mobility, Access & Connectivity
Sustainability & Resilience

5

VIII. REPORTS
Item C
Request for Subregional
Equity Funds
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TO:

Transportation Committee

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer – Executive Director by Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUBJECT: Request for Subregional Equity Funds
Background
Last month the COG Board approved staff pursuing the allocation of Measure M
Subregional Equity Funds (SEF) by Metro. The COG Board supported the
recommendations of the SR-91/I-605I-405 TAC and the GCCOG Transportation
Committee.
Issue
Metro staff identified $4 million of highway MSP ineligible projects that are eligible for
Active Transportation (AT) funding. These are projects that did not fit into the “Hot Spots”
MSP program. There are additional AT projects that were not even submitted as they did
not meet the MSP highway criteria. These projects should also be considered for funding.
Total demand for ineligible and not submitted projects is approximately $6 million.
In addition to these projects, COG staff is working with COG member cities through the
STP to identify and prioritize AT projects subregion-wide, such as AT projects that were
developed for the I-710 Corridor Livability Plan. A funding target for these projects is $56 million per year.
COG Staff has also examined the possibility of subsidizing Local Return Fund (LRF)
allocations to smaller cities. Using $300,000/year as minimum LRF regardless of
population; this requires an allocation of $1.3 million per year.
Total request to allocate SEF to fund Active Transportation Projects and additional LRF
is $60 million over a five year period.
Subregional Equity Funds
Metro can fund these Gateway cities capital projects by accelerating a portion of the $244
million in Measure M Gateway Cities SEF funds. The SEF is the only funding category
assigned both highway and transit sub-funds.
Metro programmed the SEF funds in its Long Range Transportation Plan to be available
post-2039 when Measure R expires and Measure M rises to one cent. However, the
Metro Board subsequently accelerated availability of SEF funds in the West San
Fernando Valley and San Gabriel Valley for first-decade transit projects. Based on that
precedent, Gateway cities SEF funding could be accelerated by the Metro Board for either
highway or transit projects. For the purposes as explained below, the Gateway COG is
seeking allocation of $60 million over five years (at $12 million per year) to fund Active
Transportation projects and subsidize Local Return Funds.
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Local Return Fund Subsidy
During the development of the Measure M Guidelines there was a Metro Board Motion to
evaluate additional Local Return Fund (LRF) allocations based on a variety of factors to
smaller cities to enable them to pursue LRF eligible projects. There were several
considerations for additional allocations analyzed including a minimum that did not take
population (day or nighttime) into consideration.
Subsidies for additional LRF were examined on a countywide and subregional level. The
reallocation of funds would have created winners and losers for the County at large under
the countywide scenario and the subregion under the subregional scenario. Larger cities
with larger shares of LRF would have been the most negatively impacted. In the end, no
action was taken to allocate additional LRF on a countywide or subregional level,
however, the following language made it into the Measure M Guidelines:
“MSP funds can be used to supplement Local Return allocations to support
smaller cities subject to the eligibility, process, and availability of funds as
described hereafter”.*
*Measure M Final Guidelines IX. Multi-year Subregional Programs; Use of Measure M Funds (pg.23)

Subregional Equity Funds are MSP Funds and are therefore eligible for supplementing
the eight Gateway COG member cities with smaller populations as represented above.
Allocation of Subregional Equity Funds to Provide a Minimum Measure M Local
Return Fund Allocation for Smaller Cities
City
Artesia
Avalon
Commerce
Hawaiian Gardens
City of Industry
Santa Fe Springs
Signal Hill
Vernon
Total

Measure M Allocation*
$300,000 Minimum**
$239,766
+60,234
48,668
+251,332
186,615
+113,385
208,961
+91,961
5,768
+294,232
260,284
+39,716
165,097
+134,903
2,986
+297,253
$1,282,980

* FY 2020 Allocation Estimates of funds based solely on population
**Additional funding required to meet $300,000 minimum
The annual total for the minimum LRF subsidy is approximately $1.3 million.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the GCCOG approve the above request to MTA for $60 million in
Subregional Equity Funds over a five-year period.
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Attachment:
October 2019 GCCOG Board Report.
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October 2019 Board Report
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director

BY:

Karen Heit, Transportation Analyst

SUBJECT: Request to Fund Multi-year Sub-regional Program for Active Transportation

Background
During the development of the Measure M Expenditure Plan, the Gateway Cities Council
of Governments chose to allocate available funding to major infrastructure projects that
were not fully funded under Measure R. These major projects are the West Santa Ana
Branch/Eco-Rapid Transit Light Rail Corridor, the I-710 Corridor, Metro Gold Line Eastern
Extension Phase 2, I-5 Corridor (I-605 to I-710), and the I-605 “Hot Spots” project.
The I-605 “Hot Spots” project was reclassified as a Multiyear Sub-regional Program
(MSP) instead of an Expenditure Plan Major Project. This move allowed the project to
receive $1.2 billion. The I-605 “Hot Spots” program has retained its Measure R
description, but is subject to the Measure M MSP Guidelines.
Gateway Cities has two other MSP programs: Active Transportation (AT) with a “TBD”
fund allocation, and the as yet-to-be-allocated Sub-regional Equity Fund (SEF), explained
in Attachment “A”, leaving the I-605 “Hot Spots” as the only funded MSP program for the
COG.
Issue
MTA allocated $65 million from Measure M for the first five-years of the “Hot Spots”
program. The GCCOG submitted the first five-year allocation of the I-605 “Hot Spots”
MSP program as part of the Measure M expenditure plan. The SR-91/I-605/I-405
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) advocated for the distribution of 100% of the first
five-year allocation, up to $65 million, for local hot spot early action improvement projects
at the local level with our member jurisdictions.
The first step of this process included the GCCOG obtaining the jurisdictional priorities
from each of the member cities.
The second step included the GCCOG staff working with the jurisdictions to maximize the
eligible components of each project while coordinating with Metro, who has the final
determination of eligibility based on the MSP Guideline criteria approved by the Metro
Board in June of 2017.
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As a result of the eligibility screening, several priority projects have been either denied in
total, or have had elements denied by Metro based on eligibility requirements. The
ineligible projects include standalone Active Transportation (AT) projects and ineligible
components that are not directly tied to, or impacted by the construction of the operational
improvement. These ineligible projects or project elements are still a high priority for their
project sponsors.
COG staff and the SR-91/I-605/I-405 TAC discussed various options for funding these
ineligible projects including:
1. Utilize Measure M or Measure R local return for these projects. This isn’t ideal
for the local jurisdictions because it reduces the jurisdictions, remaining local return
funds, which may already be prioritized for other uses.
2. Loan I-605 Hotspots MSP funds to the Active Transportation program to fund
the projects. This may not be possible as the AT line item has zero dollars allocated
and therefore has no ability to pay back the I-605 “Hot Spots” funds. This method
would also reduce funding available for “Hot Spots” projects. Requesting that “Hot
Spots” funds be spread out to fund AT projects for the entire GC subregion
exacerbates this problem.
3. Request an advance of funding from the sub-regional equity fund, SEF, which
is currently unfunded, but has a future availability earmark of $244 million. The
COG can request Metro “figure out” a way to fund the SEF MSP, including a fair
share 5-year allocation portion for the GCCOG Active Transportation projects,
based on the precedent set with the San Gabriel Valley COG and the advance of
SEF in support of the Foothill Extension contract. (see attachment)
Metro could use Measure R/M Highway funds to advance the SEF and repay when the
SEF is funded. MTA set a precedent with this sort of “cash-on-hand” borrowing a few
years ago.
SR-91/I-605/I-405 TAC Recommended Action
1. The TAC supported a staff recommendation to pursue an allocation of SEF
funding, or other types of GCCOG sub-regional funds that are financially neutral and will
not impact our current priority Measure R and Measure M programs and projects.
2. The TAC directed staff to implement a two-phase approach which first allows
for the AT projects or elements that are most shovel ready to be funded via a 5-year
allocation of SEF funds, that are not discounted for
advancing from a future unfunded
year to present. Phase 1 would include the first five-year allocation, which is an amount
that needs to be quantified and finalized and brought back to the TAC.
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3. The TAC directed staff to work with the GCCOG subregion to develop an
inventory of “Shovel Ready” projects that could be delivered in an additional five-year
MSP funding allocation, which would be facilitated through the STP TAC since all
jurisdictions are represented as part of that body.
4. The TAC requested Metro to split the project out by Highways and Active
Transportation projects on the I-605 Hotspots Measure M MSP Evaluation Matrix (dated
09-24-19).

Recommended Action
It is recommended that the COG Board support the SR-91/I-605 TAC recommendations
and move forward to implement Items 1-4 above.
Attachment
Background for the Development of Sub-regional Equity Funds
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VIII. REPORTS
Item D
Proposed West Santa Ana Branch
(WSAB) City Managers Technical
Advisory Committee
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TO:

Transportation Committee

FROM:

Nancy Pfeffer, Executive Director, COG

SUBJECT: Proposed West Santa Ana Branch (WSAB) City Managers Technical
Advisory Committee
Background
For about 20 years, the LA County MTA (Metro), Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) and the Gateway Cities of Southeast Los Angeles County have
been planning for the development and construction of a light rail line along the former
Pacific Electric West Santa Ana Branch (WSAB) right-of-way. The project will serve
communities that have long lacked access to high quality rail transit service, and the Metro
Board has identified it as a “pillar project” among those to be delivered by 2028.
Funds for the project have been identified as part of Metro Measure R and Measure M.
In addition, the California State Transportation Agency (CalSTA) has approved over $300
million of funds from the “Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program” (funded by
California’s SB 1 and Cap and Trade revenues). While these funding commitments are
significant, Metro has projected that a revenue shortfall exists for construction of the
WSAB project.
A Joint Powers Authority (JPA) known as “Eco-Rapid Transit” was formed in 2003 to
involve affected cities in planning for the line. This planning includes the anticipated
economic development boost that could accompany construction and operation of the rail
line. The JPA Board of Directors and staff have maintained a positive and close working
relationship with the COG.
Recently, the offices of Supervisors Janice Hahn and Hilda Solis, in cooperation with
Metro Board Chair James Butts, have convened two WSAB roundtables, providing timely
project information to the corridor cities and other stakeholders.
Issue
In 2019, City Managers from WSAB corridor cities approached the COG about forming a
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to provide a venue for these key city staff to engage
with project and corridor development. Such TAC’s are commonly used to engage city
staff in a collaborative, advisory role to decision makers for COG projects, including the
I-710 Corridor Project (I-710 TAC), the I-605/SR-91/I-405 Project (I-605/SR-91/I-405
TAC), and the Strategic Transportation Plan (STP TAC).
The City Managers have requested that the TAC be formed within the COG because the
COG’s voice is influential in the development of regional transportation projects. The
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WSAB City Managers TAC has the potential of serving as an effective forum generating
consensus positions on a range of technical, financial, and policy challenges confronting
the corridor cities. Importantly, Metro staff supports the formation of this TAC.
Not all affected Gateway member cities are members of the Eco-Rapid Transit JPA. A
total of fourteen Gateway member cities are affected by the line, as follows:
City

Affected By

Status

1
Artesia
Station location*
JPA and COG member
2
Bell
Station location
JPA and COG member
3
Bell Gardens
Station location
JPA and COG member
4
Bellflower
Station location
COG member
5
Cerritos
Line passes through
COG member
6
Cudahy
Station location
JPA and COG member
7
Downey
Station location
JPA and COG member
8
Huntington Park
Station location
JPA and COG member
9
Lakewood
Line passes near
COG member
10 Lynwood
Line passes near
COG member
11 Maywood
Station location
JPA and COG member
12 Paramount
Station location
JPA and COG member
13 South Gate
Station location
JPA and COG member
14 Vernon
Line passes through
COG member
* A station may serve more than one city, and some cities may have more than one station.

The following describes the membership and other recommended details of the WSAB
City Managers TAC.
Membership
The recommended membership of the WSAB City Managers TAC would be the City
Manager, or his/her designated alternate, of each of the fourteen cities listed in this memo.
Scope
A number of major issues concern cities located along the future rail line. Many of these
lend themselves well to a collaborative approach. The following suggested initial list of
issues includes those the COG staff is aware of currently, but is likely not exhaustive, and
is not in any order of priority.
•
•

Developing an approach to the required 3% contribution to Metro from cities
along a light rail line (per Measure R and Measure M), and its relation to
implementation of first/last mile projects within cities.
Defining an effective and ongoing role for the corridor cities in any public-private
partnership (P3) negotiated and executed by Metro, including any related
Project Labor Agreement.
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•

•
•
•
•

Fair application of Metro’s grade crossing policy along the line, in accordance
with cities’ wishes and plans.
Establishing ongoing engagement on the current project-level environmental
process (being conducted by Metro and its consultant WSP) to protect interests
of the cities and secure meaningful mitigation measures, supported by an
effective monitoring system.
Conducting or participating in any needed advocacy in Sacramento and/or
Washington, DC (e.g., for project funding).
Partnering effectively with Metro regarding community outreach efforts as plans
for the line develop.
Engaging in development of the provisions of the Master Cooperative
Agreement with Metro that cover the interests of all the corridor jurisdictions.
Partnering effectively with Metro in the implementation of the Transit-Oriented
Development Strategic Implementation Plan (TOD SIP) completed earlier this
year by Metro, the Eco-Rapid JPA, and South Gate.

Regarding the last item, the Metro Board has created a grant program in the amount of
$1.0 million to support corridor cities in utilizing the tools identified in the TOD SIP. A
separate agenda report is being made on this item.
Reporting Relationship
The WSAB City Managers TAC would make timely recommendations as needed
concurrently to the Boards of Directors of both the Eco-Rapid Transit JPA and the COG.
This concurrent reporting relationship would facilitate a high degree of policy coordination
and support unified interactions with Metro and other key stakeholders.
WSAB Ad-Hoc Committee
In May 2019, the COG Board directed the formation of an Ad-Hoc Committee on the West
Santa Ana Branch/Eco-Rapid project. It is the COG’s recommendation that this WSAB
City Managers TAC would replace the Ad-Hoc Committee and perform the necessary
coordination role among the cities, the COG, the JPA, and Metro.
Staffing and Budget
The WSAB City Managers TAC will be staffed by the Gateway Cities COG. Staff functions
would include:
•
•

Preparation for and attendance at TAC meetings, including agenda and
minutes and associated policy analysis
Coordination and meetings with other entities as needed, including the EcoRapid JPA, Metro, and COG.
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The COG budget does not currently include funding for these staff functions. We estimate
that the cost of these support services, assuming nine TAC meetings per year, would be
approximately $45,000, assuming a knowledgeable consultant is hired at a competitive
rate.
Recommendation
•
•

Recommend that the COG Board approve formation of the WSAB City Managers
TAC as outlined above, in place of the previously formed WSAB/Eco-Rapid AdHoc Committee.
Recommend that the COG Board authorize the COG Executive Director to seek
additional funding of $45,000 to staff the TAC.

